
 

 

Guidance 

 

Service complaints  

 

What is a service complaint? 

It is a complaint about any aspect of our service. A service complaint might arise from the 

actions of the business support function. In most instances however, it will relate to the way we 

have handled a case, at any stage in its lifetime. For example, you might say we have: 

 taken too long to do something or 

 not followed our own procedures. 

 
The service complaint process cannot be used by parties to pension complaints to challenge 

the outcome of a case.  

For a trial period, from November 2016, we are operating a one-stage complaint process. If you 

make a complaint relating to casework you will receive an answer from the Casework Director. 

Other complaints will be dealt with by the Business Director. If you are dissatisfied after 

receiving a response, you might be able to refer the complaint to the Parliamentary and Health 

Services Ombudsman (PHSO). 

What you need to do 

If you feel something has gone wrong and you have not received an adequate explanation 

and/or apology from the person you are dealing with you can: 

 Write down the details of your complaint 

 Send the complaint by email or post to the Casework Director (for casework related 

complaints) or the Business Director (for complaints related to the business support 

function). 

 
Contact details  

 Email the Casework Director: fiona.nicol@pensions-ombudsman.org.uk 

 Email the Business Director: jane.carey@pensions-ombudsman.org.uk 

 Write to either Director at The Pensions Ombudsman, 11 Belgrave Road, London SW1V 
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Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The whole thrust of this document is to remove and inhibit a Complainant rights to make an actual complaint about the administrative failures of TPO.It runs totally against natural justice in which the Casework  Director Ms.F. Nicol who receives the failure of Service Delivery complaint then sets about examining the department she runs(herself), and then surprisingly never finds a fault other than an an easily explained delay, here or there...Complaints are clearly not logged into the TPO database; and if they are they are not allocated a specific as opposed to a generic case file number.Service Complaints, in a whitewashing exercise, are never reported in the TPO Annual Statements; nor is their resolution published which fails the TPO own tests of honesty, transparency, and its eagerness to help... 

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
But what if it is a major contributor to the complete failure to resolve the original pension Complaint?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
This was still in place in Septembver 2017 . How long is a trial?Is it how long TPO can get away with it?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
"You might"... this is an appalling and deliberate mislead. It is a Complainant's Statutory right to approach any Ombudsman she/he might care to do so...
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What you can expect from us 

When we receive your complaint we will: 

 Acknowledge the complaint and give you contact details 

 Look into the complaint, including talking to the relevant staff and managers 

 Discuss the complaint with you, if we think it’s appropriate to do so 

 Send a full response within ten working days of receipt of your complaint. If it’s not 

possible to send a full response within that time, we will let you know. 

If we are unable to resolve your complaint 

We hope that we will be able to resolve the complaint but if you are still dissatisfied after we 

have looked into it, you might be able to refer it to the Parliamentary and Health Service 

Ombudsman. The contact details are:  

Website: www.ombudsman.org.uk/make-a-complaint 
Helpline: 0345 015 4033 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.ombudsman.org.uk/make-a-complaint
Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
The first thing you will expect is a Declaration from Ms. F. Nicol that she is bizarrely addressing your Service Complaint with a 'fresh' mind. How can this be if your Service Complaint is about her department and ultimately her incapability to run and efficient department?How can she be , impartial, objective, and independent in investigating herself? 

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Why would Ms. F.Nicol not wish to discuss it with you?

Bugler Comments
Sticky Note
Once more ..."You might"...by now if you are a little pensioner  you might be inclined to give up...but you ought not to...In pressing Ms.F.Nicol to a reasonable conclusion her reactions can be quite interesting...




